PARKLANE ELEMENTARY SITE COUNCIL
April 16th , 2015
√ Karen Weinert, Principal, √ Aaron Kenny, √ Alex Stengel, Teacher, Brandy Slack, Parent, √ Sarai Rodriguez, SUN Community Schools, Tammy Moreno,
Parent, √ Peggie Knodel, Parent, √ Jenny Lucas, Instrucitonal Coach*, √ Candice Behm, Parent, √ Vickie Soli-Compton, Child Development Specialist, Sherrie
Barger, State Leadership Coach
* Chairperson

TOPIC
Review Staff Input on Homework
Policy

DISCUSSION
Q: What about reading requirements/agreements (per grade level)
in minutes per day/week.
Possibly add some sort of info about:
- screen time vs. non screen time?
- possibly video game info?
- info about routines for bedtimes, how to wind down,
researched recommended of number of hours of sleep
info sheet?
Compact addresses screen time.

Review Fall Parent Survey and identify
strengths and weaknesses

SUN Report: Sarai

(See survey for data)
We need a greater sample from our population to get better/more
information
Should we do a hardcopy survey?- it seemed to get better, more
specific results in the past.
Could it be a mix of computer/handwritten comments?
Should we do it at the BBQ or Multicultural night?
It looks like SUN will hit its target numbers this year to continue
the SUN grant.
Sarai’s goal for next year is to find more partnerships (Tae Kwon
Do, theater, martial arts, etc)
Reading was the academic focus for this year.

CONCLUSION
-Late homeworks: grade level agreement.
- Possibly during Inservice/Preservice days,
staff will put some resources together in the
staff room of agreed upon common pieces of
homework (ex: math facts sheets, writing?)
- Homework weekly/daily= grade level specific.
- Reading expected every day? = yes! (but can
distribute a weekly reading log)
-School Wide Incentive: Each class sets a
percentage goal, kids who meet get ind
recognition in class (have a menu of options),
then schoolwide recognition at end of each term
at PBIS Assembly (3x per year),
- New Homework Policy will be included in the
updated PBIS Handbook
Let’s do the survey at Multicultural Night (to
gather more data), we will have some kind of
incentive; we will have 6 iPads or so, and we
will look at the survey data next year. Jenny and
Candice will run the station.

Work for next year:
Mission/Vision Statement
Indicator FC3.7: School leadership
will include families on all decision
making and advisory committees and
ensures training for such areas as
policy, curriculum, budget, school
reform initiatives, and safety.
DSC1.2 The school’s mission and
goals reflect high expectations and a
vision for equity for meeting the needs
of all stakeholders.

Mission/Vision statements are usually revisited periodically, so
we’re due for a review to see what changes need to be made.
Especially in light of the fact that the demographic of the
neighborhood has changed, we’ve switched to a K-6 school, as
well as the new standards, and our focus on engagement, etc.
Let’s make our vision statement better reflect these changes.

Our next meeting will be in the Fall of 2015

We will start this process next year.

